Specific cGMP binding by the cGMP binding domains of cGMP-binding cGMP specific phosphodiesterase.
The structure of cyclic GMP (cGMP)-binding (cGB), cGMP specific phosphodiesterase (PDE5) comprises several domains. We have used RT-PCR methods to clone the noncatalytic cGB domains of PDE5 from human colon cancer cell RNA and constructed glutathione-S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins to express and study the domains. One fragment showed 94% identity to bovine PDE5 and coded for the high affinity cGB domain of PDE5 (Val(156)-Asp(394), cGB-I). Another cloned fragment showed 92% identity to bovine PDE5 and coded for the phosphorylation site plus both high and low affinity cGB domains of PDE5 (Val(36)-Glu(529), cGB-II). Both fragments expressed as GST-cGB fusion proteins bound cGMP specifically, as determined by competitive [3H]-cGMP ligand binding. We found that cGB-I showed high affinity cGMP binding with K(d)=0.33 microM. cGB-II showed two cGMP binding sites with similar affinities and specificity to the native enzyme. cGB-II was phosphorylated by cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) as reported for bovine PDE5. These data show that recombinant regulatory regions of PDE5 form cGB sites similar to native enzyme sites and confirm proposed domain functions. These results establish that recombinant fusion proteins of PDE5 domains may be used to further characterize the structure of PDE5.